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Abstract

Warden[6]. Containers are being adopted as a foundational vitualization capability in building Platform-asa-Service (PaaS) cloud solutions, e.g. Amazon Container service[7], Google Container Engine[8] and IBMs
Container Servicebluemix. And applications are being
ported on the PaaS cloud in the form of application containers or appc which are run directly on-top of the
cloud substrate like kubernetes, docker swarm or mesos
and are truly becoming cloud-native.
However, across these shifts of the deployment environments, what continues to prevail is the need of incorporating application awareness in the platform management operations [9, 10]. With containers, the communication gap between the application and the cloud
management layer has improved further, with removal of
the guestOS to facilitate a direct communication channel.
Therefore, we believe it is the right time to make applications aware of the characteristics of their cloud platforms
and revisit and revise their assumptions about them. Kubernetes, for example, has enabled Downward APIs[11]
and Container hooks[12] to allow applications to introspect their runtime cluster lifecycle and become cluster
native.
In Paracloud we are extending the notion of ’application knows best’ in to container clouds. In this work we
propose a uniform Paracloud interface (PaCI) to enable a
bi-directional communication channel between application containers and the cloud management substrate. We
highlight the benefits of PaCI in terms of incorporating
application-awareness at the cloud management layer, as
well as cloud-awareness at the applications level, with
three use-cases namely migration, auto-scaling and loadbalancing. We describe PaCI’s design for one of the most
popular container cloud platform i.e. kubernetes, and
evaluate its benefits for an auto-scaling use case.

Applications have commonly been oblivious to their
cloud runtimes. This is primarily because they started
their journey in IaaS clouds, running on a guestOS inside
VMs. Then to increase performance, many guestOSes
have been paravirtualized making them virtualization
aware, so that they can bypass some of the virtualization layers, as in virtio. This approach still kept applications unmodified. Recently, we are witnessing a rapid
adoption of containers due to their packaging benefits,
high density, fast start-up and low overhead. Applications are increasingly being on-boarded to PaaS clouds
in the form of application containers or appc, where
they are run directly on a cloud substrate like Kubernetes or Docker Swarm. This shift in deployment practices present an opportunity to make applications aware
of their cloud. In this paper, we present Paracloud framework for application containers and discuss the Paracloud interface (PaCI) for three cloud operations namely
migration, auto-scaling and load-balancing.

1

Introduction

Traditionally applications were deployed on physical
servers and they had certain assumptions about their platforms. For example, they will be long running on their
platform with dedicated resources. It influenced application design, for instance many applications started allocating large buffer caches to optimize IO. Then as
applications started on-boarding on IaaS clouds encapsulated in VM running on guestOS, certain properties
about their platform changed. In cloud, they are routinely migrated for maintenance, load balancing, server
consolidations; auto-scaled for elasticity in performance
and cost. As a result, their operations and management
on cloud became inefficient. For example, large buffer
caches (although empty) created overhead during live
migration. Since applications were oblivious to the cloud
platform through abstraction of VMs, much of the invention was done to optimize VMs on this new cloud platform in the form of paravirtualized drivers for memory
ballooning[1], migrations[2][3].
Recently containers started gaining acceptance as a
lightweight alternative to virtual machines (VMs), owing
to technology maturity and popularization by platforms
like Docker[4], CoreOSs rocket[5], Cloud Foundry

2

Background and Related Work

Taking example of the Linux kernel, since the early days,
it has been positioned as a general-purpose operating system to host all kinds of application, taking responsibility
for managing memory, scheduling, file-access for them
all. But as different applications started posing different behavior and requirements, kernel allowed applications to share their anticipated file or memory access behaviour via system calls such as f advise or madvise as
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Figure 1: Application runtime evolution
shown in Fig. 1(a). Using these hints to choose the appropriate read-ahead and caching techniques enabled kernel
to improve application performance and avoid redundant
operations. The benefits of such hints have been reported
for several applications [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18] and distributed filesystems [19, 20, 21]. Java runtime on the
other hand has taken an approach to manage heap memory by itself in JVM to insulate from host machine’s peculiarities and also because it can manage memory better
by identifying and garbage collecting orphaned objects.
Applications today are increasingly being hosted directly on top of container clouds like kubernetes, docker
swarm and mesos in the form of application containers.
Like their traditional counterparts, these clouds are becoming a general-purpose operating platform to host various kinds of applications (containers). However, they
have to additionally deal with the management concerns
similar to those of VM clouds. The need for application
awareness has long been recognized in literature, and the
fact that an application is deployed in cloud makes it ever
more important [22, 23, 10, 24, 25].
Moving over to higher level management tasks, benefits of application assistance has been explored in both
physical and virtual systems, in the context of faulttolerance [9, 26], physical memory management [27],
checkpointing [9], migration [28], QoS adherence [29,
22], memory overcommitment [30, 31], load balancing [32] and scaling [24, 33, 34]. Others have also explored moving management functionailites into the application itself [4]. Alternatives to using applications
level knowledge for management tasks have also been
explored via statistical learning and prediction-based approaches [35, 36, 37].
In the past, different techiques have been employed to
extract application level knowledge for aiding management operation. This includes installing paravirtualization drivers [28], in-guest controller agents [26, 38, 39,
34] (both referred to as PVD in Fig. 1(b)), leveraging
or extending language runtime capabilities like apache
modules or JDBC interfaces [30], or modifying the application directly [40].
With containers clouds, the principle of ’application
knows best’ does not change. What does change is the

nature of the interface between applications and the hosting layer, which becomes closer to the traditional systems with the removal of the guestOS abstraction of
VMs. Also, the scale of management operations grows,
owing to an even greater flexibility and elasiticity afforded by the container abstraction.
Thus, with a similar intention of incorporating
application-awareness at the cloud management layer,
as well as cloud-awareness at the application level, the
goal of our work is to provide a uniform interface (PaCI
in Fig. 1(c)) to enable such bi-directional communication. One way to realize this channel for container-based
OS virtualization is via a generic signal-and-syscall (or
ioctl) based implementation. However, in this work we
present an implementation for a higher-level abstraction
layer for easier consumability, by targeting the popular
Kubernetes container platform.

3

Paracloud Orchestration Usecases

Amongst various cloud management tasks, here we
specifically target three operations - namely migration,
auto-scaling and load-balancing, to highlight how our
Paracloud interface can help make them more efficient
for both the application and the cloud management layer.

3.1

Migration

Although migration may seem redundant for stateless application containers, it is still pertinent to several stateful microservice applications like databases (e.g., Mysql,
Cassandra), message brokers (kafka), and coordination
services (zookeeper), amongst others. This is being acknowledged and supported in standard frameworks like
Kubernetes’ ‘StatefulSet’. Portability of stateful containers is also explored in existing solutions like ClusterHQ’s
Flocker[41], Virtuozzo[42] and Picocenter[43]. At the
same time, it has certain inefficiencies that we would like
to address below.
During initialization, many applications, like
databases, tend to allocate large memory buffers to
optimize their IO operations. Similarly, application
runtimes, like JVM, allocate large operating heap memory which they manage themselves such as via custom
garbage collection policies. This becomes a problem
2

when such application containers are to be migrated 1 .
In stop-and-copy based migration, this increases application downtime by also migrating non-dirty or unused,
speculatively cached or to-be-garbage-collected pages.
Although the downtime is lower for pre-copy or postcopy migration, unnecessary page transfer processing
on an already troubled host (that influenced application
offloading in the first place), possibly also coupled with
a congested network outflow, can still slow down the
readiness of a migrated application.
Although it may be possible to add certain memory
filtration heuristics to the migration process, but the application can do a far better job of minimizing its state
for checkpointing or transfer. Therefore, in Paracloud
we propose signaling an application container to be migrated, and allowing a short migration grace-period for
‘preparation’. This allows application to minimize its
memory footprint, for example by running its garbage
collector to release heap-memory, flushing its IO buffers,
releasing all temporary resources like temp files. It can
even exercise aggressive eviction on its cache by flushing
less common objects, or optionally settle at a consistent
state pre-transfer. Similarly, on restoration at the target,
the application container is signaled to re-configure itself
to the new environment. During restore grace-period, application can perform sanity checks, re-acquire its memory share for caching, as well as any temporary or lost
resources like network connections, register its service,
and re-discover other services.

3.2

ing environment constraints. For example, ElasticSearch
(ES) aims to keep as much of its index in memory. Therefore, a memory-based auto-scaling trigger, oblivious to
this behavior, can start scaling number of ES instances
once memory grows beyond a certain threshold, as the
new instances start to grow their memory footprint, it
continues to further scale up the instances, resulting in
a chain reaction.
In contrast, Paracloud provides a way for an application to indicate whether it really desires new instances
to be forked, given its current operational state. The
auto-scaler on sensing an increased usage beyond the
set threshold, can signal the container indicating an upcoming scaling operation, allowing it to optionally dictate its intention. The application can validate the trigger against its actual state, and try to minimize usage
of some resources if its operational state allows, for example by running its garbage collector or flushing some
caches and buffers. This gives cloud users a trade-off
knob, where they can intelligently balance performance
and operational cost.
Another use of Paracloud interface is for the application to itself proactively hint the auto-scaler for a more
prompt service, based on its key performance indicators.
Furthermore, Paracloud also enables an application container to specify the type of sibling instances it needs.
Auto-scaling typically forks a brand-new instance which
then has to be initialized, configured and cache-warmed,
thereby delaying the achievement of steady-state performance for the application as a whole. Instead, it may
be advantageous to hot-scale the instance with a preinitialized state and a warm cache [45].

Auto-scaling

It is one of the core capability for any cloud platform to
enable elasticity for their workloads. Policy-based scaling techniques, which are common in today’s clouds,
scale out instances when certain resource-use metrics
grow beyond a particular threshold. For instance, a sample policy could be to increase container instances when
the average memory utilization of the container is greater
than 70% for a duration of 1 minute. We argue that
such externally monitored metrics may not be true indicators of demand to derive auto-scaling policies. For
example, most database applications(e.g. Mysql, ElasticSearch) tend to perform various auxiliary functions
besides storing and accessing data, like periodic log rotation, data compaction, data pruning, auditing and consistency checks etc. These functions are commonly designed to exploit slack. They consume resources over the
actual workload processing when there are free cycles,
and can cause false-positive auto-scaling triggers. Another issue with black-box triggers is that several modern applications are designed to respond to their operat-

3.3

Load Balancing

A cloud host’s resources (CPU, memory, IO) are usually over-committed to save costs by increasing density
(i.e. number of colocated instances existing at any given
time). During high resource contention, some of the instances (containers) are either killed or migrated. These
may be selected based upon their priorities or current resource allocations. For example, one common practice
is to kill containers consuming most resources. But intuitively, those could be amongst the most active and/or
stateful containers on the host, which could have been
kept running by killing other less-active and/or stateless applications’ instances (a stateful application gets
hurt worse, having to re-warm its cache on reinstanitaition [45]).
Such scenarios can be handled better by tying Paracloud with cloud load balancers. Cloud applications are
typically deployed as “replica sets”, with multiple identical instances available at any given time, which are loadbalanced by an ingress controller like haproxy [46]. With
Paracloud, we propose to expose an appYield interface

1 Several container runtimes today support migration; Docker, for
example, achieves this via the popular CRIU [44] checkpoint-restore
Linux utility.
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PaCI

between containers and the cloud platform, enabling applications to yield themselves temporarily during high
resource contentions, similar to Linux’ sched yieldbased co-operative scheduling [47]. For a host under
pressure, its containers get notified with a yield request
notification. Such notification would contain information about the resource under contention, and the health
status of the container’s replica/peer instances. An application can then decide to yield, releasing the contended
resource, or risk termination. The load-balancer would
temporarily tag the instance out-of-service, bringing it
back into action once the resource contention smoothes
out. Essentially, the application stays alive but dormant.
Similarly, the application can also advertise its statefulness over Paracloud so that the host can accordingly target a ‘less critical’ application if possible. It is important to acknowledge that such co-operative scheduling is
helpful only when the resource contention is transient,
and work better with the existence of some ‘incentive’
schemes for applications to yield, than perhaps with the
autocratic yield-or-die regime.
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preMigrate↑
at-most-once
postRestore↑
at-most-once
reqYield↑
at-least-once
appYield↓
chkAutoscale↑
at-least-once
hotScale↓
Table 1: Paracloud Interfaces; ↑ = interface implementation as
a container hook; ↓ = extension to Kubernetes API set.

Migration: The preMigrate hook is sent after container is scheduled for migration but before it is checkpointed. postRestore hook is sent after container is restored to running state and before it is reported as available. Both these hooks follow at-most-once delivery
guarantees since the hook handler might not be idempotent. Applications can have different grace-period requirements to process hook handlers. Therefore, we allow applications to configure these grace-periods as container labels.
Load-balancing: When a compute node is heavily
loaded, cloud platform invokes reqYield hook on all containers on that node. It follows at-least-once guarantee
since a hook might be called multiple times during the
lifetime of application container. The hook handler in
response evaluates yield chances and calls appYield API
on Kubernetes if it decides to yield reseources. Multiple appYield calls are processed in the same order they
are received. When the node load drops to an acceptable
level, the remaining yield calls are ignored. Containers
for which yield call is accepted are temporarily removed
from load-balancer.

System Design

We design Paracloud interfaces to ensure consumability
and simplicity. Therefore PaCIs are implement on the
Kubernetes container platform. Kubernetes advocates
building applications that are cluster-aware and has basic machinery in place in the form of Container Lifecycle Hooks [12] to inform containers about management
lifecycle events. Currently two container hooks are facilitated, PostStart and PreStop. PostStart hook is called
immediately after container is created and PreStop hook
is called before it is terminated. These hooks are captured and processed inside container in hook handlers.
Kubernetes supports two handler types, Exec to execute
a command or script in container namespace, and HTTP
to invoke a specified http endpoint of container. Application containers that participate in cluster lifecycle are
termed as cluster-native.
In Paracloud we motivate the extension of the scope of
cluster-native applications beyond just lifecycle events to
critical cloud operations like auto-scaling, migration and
load-balancing. We have currently designed six new interfaces for Kubernetes substrate as summarized in Table
1. We envision addition of new interfaces in support of
other Paracloud operations like placement, compliance,
security and monitoring.

4.1

Delivery guarantees

Auto-scaling: For every auto-scale triggered on the platform, the chkAutoscale hook is called on the corresponding containers to validate the scaling request. This gives
the applications a chance to mitigate the auto-scaling
conditions in the case of false positives. In the handler,
containers can release the heavily-used resources to clear
the trigger. For example, when high memory usage triggers an auto-scale, the application can employ garbage
collection or flush caches to reduce its footprint. This
hook also allows a configurable grace-period for handler
processing and mitigation actions. If the auto-scale condition still holds true after grace-period, application scaling is implemented by the platform. If the application
wants to hot scale by creating a clone of one of its running instance, it calls hotScale API on Kubernetes.

4.2

PaCI Definitions

PaCI Sidecar Implementation

In Paracloud we implement hook handlers and the Kubernetes client for PaCI calls in sidecar containers. Sidecar containers are a common microservice composite
container pattern for providing supporting services, such

PaCIs are completely optional for applications. Therefore hook handler invocations are not retried on cloud
platform and all PaCIs are designed as asynchronous so
they do not block any cloud operation.
4
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Figure 2: Paracloud Autoscaling Usecase
as service discovery and logging, to main application
containers by creating new containers that share namespaces with them. The important benefit of this pattern
is that the sidecar containers can be developed independently without changing applications. Most PaCIs actions, like garbage collection, cache flush, post-restore
service registration, evaluating auto-scale criteria can be
implemented in sidecar containers with minimum disruption and high consumability by most applications.
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actions, such as releasing memory resources, to revert
the autoscale trigger; and (iii) request a hotScale. In our
evaluation we exercise the first and third options. This
shows that requesting a hotScale for the zip f ian access
leads to significant performance improvements, while
employing cold scaling performs better for uni f orm.
Fig. 2(b) shows the results for zip f ian. Containertriggered hot scaling helps reduce the latency of application by 2̃0% immediately. In comparison, cold scaling
requires a ramp-up time for cache warming to attain the
same performance. 2(c) shows the contrasting results for
uni f orm. In this case, the container does not initiate a
hotScale. As a result cold scaling is applied, which improves performance by reducing latency by 20%. The
figure also shows the latency if hot scaling were applied,
where it actually deteriorates performance. These results
demonstrate the substantial advantages with Paracloud
providing application insight in cloud operations.
While the advantage of hot scaling in zip f ian is expected, its negative effect for uni f orm is interesting.
This is because with with hot scaling applications can
inherit bad state as well as good state. Only judicious
application of scaling techniques, driven by the applications themselves, can lead to net benefits. In the uni f orm
case, the hot scaled container inherits the thrashing state
of the MySQL query cache which dampens the initial
scale-out gain. This can be observed from the high pruning rate of uni f orm in Fig. 2(a). Cold scaling in such
scenarios performs fundamentally better since it removes
cache pruning overheads and only incurs cold cache miss
latencies. Thus, the containerized application can simply
use this additional pruning rate signal to decide on when
to request hotScale, while the container runtime is oblivious to these characteristics.

Evaluation

In this paper we focus on the auto-scaling use-case for
Paracloud. As described in the previous section, Paracloud uses the chkAutoscale hook to inform the container of an autoscale trigger and the hotScale API to
actuate a hot scale if requested by the container. Traditionally, auto-scaling uses cold scaling, wherein new
container instances are created from a pristine image. In
hot scale new instances are created by live-cloning the
running state of the container. In the below experimental
evaluation we show how an application can optimize its
performance by judiciously employing hot scaling when
advantageous.
We use MySQL 5.7.15 from Docker Hub as our test
application and YCSB [48] as the benchmark. The container is configured with 512MB memory. The workload
consists of two runs of 400K read operations against a
200MB database table consisting of 50K records of 4KB
size each. The Kubernetes cluster triggers an autoscale
when container used memory >80% for more than 30
seconds. We use Haproxy to arbitrate requests among
multiple instances using the round-robin policy. We also
enable query cache for MySQL engine and monitor its
rate of low memory pruning.
We run two sets of experiments with different access
patterns, zip f ian for popularity-based long tail access
and uni f orm for random access pattern. The application exhibits similar memory usage in both experiments,
as shown in Fig. 2(a). This usage pattern triggers an
autoscale at around 50s, which is communicated to the
container via chkAutoscale. In each experiment the application can respond in one of three ways: (i) do nothing, which triggers a cold autoscale; (ii) take mitigating

6

Conclusion

We presented our Paracloud idea for container clouds,
wherein application insights are brought into the cloud
platform thorough a generic Paracloud interface (PaCI).
The critical inference here is that applications have intimate knowledge of their own operating state parameters, which are typically different for every application.
The cloud platform cannot gauge these parameters reli5

ably for all applications. Paracloud can help bridge this
gap and provide a shared-responsibility model, where all
the cloud functions like auto-scaling, migration, loadbalancing, etc. are implemented by the platform with
application insight and cooperation through PaCIs. We
are planning to extend the scope of PaCI to cover many
more cloud operations and establish them as a standard
design choice during application development.
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